The nuclear magnetic moments of 2 S1/2-atoms are determined from the hyperfine structure measurements (as in ref. 1 , for example) through the application of the FERMI-GOUDSMIT-SEGRÈ formula 2 : may be determined from spectroscopic data for individual atoms, Fr(/, Z), (1 -<5) and (1 -e) are corrections originating from relativistic considerations, distribution of nuclear charge and distribution of nuclear magnetism, respectively, and 7, 4ua, mp, me, Roo and a have their customary meanings.
Because the nuclear magnetic moments may be measured directly by nuclear magnetic resonance methods, a check for Eq. (1) is thus provided. The calculated nuclear magnetic moments are known to be systematically smaller 2 than the experimental values. For the heavier atoms, IONESCO-PALLAS 3 has shown that a more careful evaluation of the corrections for the distribution of nuclear charge and distribution of nuclear magnetism produces better agreement.
For the lighter atoms, however, the corrections in Eq. (1) do not give an appreciable contribution. In the
